Our mission: to ensure the smooth operation of your green energy plant and to provide fast operations in safe conditions.

VALEMO bases its agencies as closely as possible to your facilities.

VALEMO is a wholly owned subsidiary of VALOREM which provides three types of services: Operation, supervision, and maintenance of renewable energy plants. Today, VALEMO operates about 40 green energy plants which represents more than 500 MW.


VALOREM group is a green energy operator, created in 1994. Independent and pioneer of wind energy in France, VALOREM is now a vertically integrated multi-RE operator covering all sectors: from preliminary studies to the operation and maintenance of renewable energy plants through to construction.
The satisfaction of our customers is our priority. We are OHSAS 18001:2007, ISO 9001:2015 and 14001:2015 certified.

VALEMO is a dedicated remote control centre running in 24/7/365 allowing responsiveness and safe operation of customer assets.

Technical teams with operation managers, high skilled technicians and technical supports located close to your green energy plant.

Strong on-site response capacities upon request including on call service 7/365.

In house dedicated monitoring and data analysis tools allowing production optimization.
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